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Learning Objectives 
 Discover the benefits of a disciplined approach to centralised model registration, file sharing and organized 

project structures to enable efficient workflows. 

 Discover automatic BimFlow model and workflow processes.  

 Discover the benefits of using intuitive model compiling systems using Navisworks platform. 

 Gain insight into a unique centralized review system capitalizing on BIM workflows and good model 
management developed for Navisworks platform. 

 

Description 
This class will demonstrate opportunities, for creating disciplined project environments, which enable 
automated workflows and intuitive access to federated data-rich Navisworks models.  

We will discuss the opportunities of capturing data relating to the model itself rather than solely to the 
geometry contained within, and how this can improve model access and custom federation. 

We will look at the possibilities of automating many of the BIM processes. From converting multi-
software native files into consistent Navisworks models, reconstructing model hierarchy, integrating 
multiple data sources into single source of information as well as automating report generation in doing 
so reducing the work of BIM technicians.  

We will also discuss and demonstrate the importance of all project participants having better access to 
project models using intuitive federation tools, in doing so, creating better project awareness.  

As part of this talk we will also share some ideas from the development of iConstruct ReviewTrack a 
centralized review process module using the Navisworks software platform. 

Your AU Experts 

Alan Didcock has over 30 years’ experience in Structural, Mechanical and Industrial Design. Primarily in 
the fields of heavy industry, oil and gas and commercial projects around the world. HIs experience 
encompasses: Conceptual/Detail Design, 3D Modelling, Project Management, Surveying and 
Construction. Alan has spent more than 10 years striving towards efficient 3D modelling and 
collaborative practices, currently working with the team at PDC iConstruct, developing and integrating 
BIM tools, software and project management systems both internally at PDC and on major projects. 
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Shane Brown has been working in the AEC industry for 18 years starting out in the steel industry with 
onsite fabrication and construction, then into developing and coordination of design, construction shop 
drawings and currently now a full time Project BIM Manager working for PDC iConstruct on major 
projects. His responsibilities on these Projects are to create, facilitate and coordinate all BIM processes 
and deliverables. This includes but not limited to all design coordination between consultants, sub-
contractors, managing contractor and clients; targeted design/construction specific clash detection, cost 
integration, construction scenario sequencing, site logistics, and procurement.  
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Opportunities and Benefits of a Disciplined Approach to Model Management                      

Introduction: 

On today’s major projects the utopian vision of what BIM can achieve is becoming more and more a 
reality. However this reality is often over simplified with the focus on various BIM software solutions to 
high level tasks such as clash management, reporting, auditing etc. These processes are vital but before 
we can deal with these project requirements its worth re-emphasising that BIM cannot work without. 

 

 Co-operation, Collaboration and Early Engagement. 

 Discipline and Organisation. 
 
Technology will only help drive the process if these are in place.  
 
At times some BIM solutions are developed that would work well if a project was modelled in a single 
software, by a single experienced contractor, with a BIM manager handing all clearly defined model data 
processes. The challenges of delivering the BIM execution plan on such a project would be relatively 
simple. 
The reality however is, multiple contractors, multiple disciplines, multiple native software’s including but 
not limited to Revit, Infraworks, 3DS Max, Civil 3D, 12d, Tekla, Advance Steel, Recap, PDMS etc etc. 

 
How many times have we been on a project and wondered about the following: 

 What and where are all the models on a project? 

 Are they all uploaded? 

 Are they up to date? 

 Which models belong to which contractor? 

 What is the native software? 

 Model Status? 
 
 
To handle the challenges of this process we advocate project model management system that allows for 
the following: 
 

 Model registration and control of electronic distribution. 

 Automatic processing of models and workflows. 

 Intuitive access and federation of project models. 

 Centralised model markup communication. 
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                                             FIGURE 1: MODEL MANAGEMENT WORKFLOW 

 

             Model Registration and External Metadata: 

On the market currently there are a number of electronic model distribution and file sharing solutions 
that work well. What we are lacking is a centralised web based model registration system that can 
control this distribution process and where we can register models and assign metadata relating to the 
model itself as opposed to just the geometry within. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 2: WEB BASED MODEL REGISTER SHOWING PROJECT SPECIFIC METADATA FIELDS 
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There are multiple benefits to capturing data external to the model during registration. 
Firstly as we will see later on in this paper, external metadata is the only way we can access models 
in a more intuitive way instead of just using the file name. We might want to for example:  
 

 Load only architectural models 

 Load only structural and mechanical models 

 Load only models by “Company X and Y” 

 Load models by current status 
 
This external data can also be used by the automated BIMFlow process.  
For BIMFlow to automatically understand which process to use on any particular native file format, we 
can look up information from the project model register to trigger the correct workflow. 
Any of these model metadata fields can be used to trigger a particular process and in turn this 
information could be data stamped into the model if required. 
Another issue that may be tackled by a model management system is to generate a consistent organised 
filing structure of review models across the project. For an intuitive model compiling application to work 
it needs to know where to look for the models. 

 

Benefits of this Approach to Model Management 

 

There are a number of immediate benefits to controlling project models centrally. 

 Everyone on the project knows exactly what models exist, their status and all additional 
metadata. 

 By knowing the native software type we can automate the appropriate workflow to 
process these native files into a common denominator format (Navisworks). 

 By using model compiling applications we can leverage the metadata and access load 
and filter models far more usefully and intuitively. 

 

 

BIMFlow Workflow Designer - Model and Workflow Processes 

If we have good understanding and control of all our project models we can start to think about 
automating some of the processes currently undertaken manually by BIM Technicians. 
The history of BIMFlow development started with writing code for some basic automated functions such 
as open native file and convert to Navisworks then applying data as required. We needed to automate 
this process due to our BIM Technicians not being able to cope with preparing and exporting hundreds 
of models a day on top of the usual reporting duties. 
Over time as the level of data increased and more and more software’s were being processed, we found 
ourselves at a point where we could not write code fast enough, the variables were just too many. 
At this point we turned our attention to building an automated workflow engine into iConstruct. 
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The impact of implementing BIMFlow has completely changed the dynamic of the work processes for 
our BIM technicians. Many of the manual processes are now automated overnight. This frees up time 
for the technicians to focus on development or real project issues instead of just administrative duties. 
The iConstruct BIMFlow server/client is a powerful workflow-based designer for automating many of 
iConstruct’s and some of Navisworks features. The initial concept for the development of iConstruct 
BIMFlow was for batch processing of models from various CAD packages such as .rvm, .ifc, .rvt, .dwg and 
produce a unified BIM output both in terms of data and model structure, for use as a federated model.  

The iConstruct server can be used to process hundreds of models overnight to a specification, so each 
morning all models are processed to the unified format and available for reporting or interface checking 
for all members of the project team. 

Some of the features of iConstruct BIMFlow server/client: 

 Automate overnight processing of any Navisworks-compliant native files. 
 Linking Databases to the model 
 Reconstructing model hierarchies. 
 Running Audits. 
 Copying, Moving and Renaming files. 
 Creating Reports. 
 Retrieve a listing of model names from Excel/SQL. 
 Batch process models using Integrator, Datalink and Color-coding  
 Updating viewpoints in a model 
 Perform case-based logic on workflows e.g.  If model name indicates a certain discipline, run a 

particular data link workflow 
 Create workflow macros. 
 Perform file operations such as network drive mapping, copying or deleting files & folders 
 Export data from Navisworks models to Microsoft Access Accdb file 

 
 

                               BIMFlow Overview 

BimFlow by its nature is a very technical application, intended for users with a programming or scripting 
background, with a good working knowledge of Navisworks and iConstruct. The approximate level of 
programming skills required would be around basic college level Visual Basic skills. 
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                                                               FIGURE 3: BIMFLOW USER INTERFACE 

 

On the left hand side are the activities that can be dragged and dropped into the main sequence. All 
activities and sequences have a display name property which can be changed to make the workflow 
more meaningful.  
The activities in the workflow designer often reference variables – these are defined in the Variables 
panel at the bottom of the main sequence window. The Imports function is available for importing 
references to different data types. 
Once a workflow has been created the Run button is used to start the processing of the instructions, 
and a workflow monitor window will appear. The various save functions are as follows: 
 

 Save to File is used for exporting the workflow to an XAML file which can later be used as a 
macro button in the Macro Configuration panel in iConstruct. 

 Load File loads an existing XAML file into the designer window. 

 Save saves the updated workflow to the server. 

 Close will close the workflow designer window, without saving changes. 
 
One of the great features of this module approach to scripting is that it is visually self-documenting. The 
workflow can be copied as an image by right-clicking the header and selecting Copy As Image, then 
paste into your document/image program. 
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FIGURE 4: BIMFLOW USER INTERFACE SHOWING LINKED ACTIVITIES AND PROCESSES 
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     FIGURE 5: BIMFLOW AUTOMATED ACTIVITIES AND PROCESSES 
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 iConstruct Model Compiling Application 

If we return to Figure 1 we are now at the point where we have processed multiple native files using 
BIMFlow, into a consistent set of Navisworks models. 
We can now redistribute these files back to the project participants or hold on a centralised server 
location for easy access. 
What we now need to do is load and append models intuitively leveraging the model metadata already 
captured.  
 

 

FIGURE 6: MODEL COMPILER INTERFACE 
 

On complex projects the ability to intuitively access models cannot be underestimated. 
Currently our biggest Asset Management Program is for the BHP Pilbara Infrastructure Program 
This includes: 

 9 Mine Facilities 

 2 Port Facilities 

 Over 3000 models at varying Levels of Development 

With this number of models it is not desirable to work in an overall federated model, it would be just 
too large. What we would rather do is load models on demand based on the user requirements. 
As shown above in Figure 6 this simple interface gives instant access to various projects, areas and all 
models individually. We also have another level of model selection using the model register metadata. 
We can filter based on any of the property fields and simply save this search criteria as a user template. 
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Figure 7 below shows a potential model filing structure that could be easily shared. The .xls file holds the 
metadata and relative location of all models. 
To start using the model compiler we simply distribute the root folder with all files pre organised. This 
folder can then be saved to any location either locally or on a network. Simply open model compiler and 
use “Set Project Folder” button to set the root folder location, instantly we have a simple tool to access 
all models in a smarter manner. 
 
At PDC we control this process via our Job management System, but as not all companies control model 
management from a central location this approach to sharing a predefined organised model structure 
can be very useful. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

FIGURE 7: POSSIBLE MODEL FILING STRUCTURE USING MODEL COMPILER APPLICATION 
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                                               FIGURE 8: EXCEL CONTROL DOCUMENT FOR RELATIVE MODEL ACCESS  
 

The above document is simply an output from the centralised project register. 
Any number of filtering fields can be added at the time of registering the models, with additional 
variable fields such as status able to be changed in the project register. 
In the example above the file location is just set relative to the root folder location for simplicity. 
Of course the filing structure can be anything e.g. All models may all put together directly under the root 
folder. We prefer to have each model in its own folder as any additional info can be stored in a sub 
folder relative to the model. This simplifies access to any info specific to that model as all path will be 
relative to that particular model location. 
 
There additional opportunities when loading models, that while very simple make a huge difference. 
An example of this is shown in Figure 9. During loading of models we can set the models to load as single 
colour on a pre-determined colour palette. 
Clashes are more common at the interfacing of models rather than within the individual models 
themselves. This instantly and clearly shows where this interfaces are. 
As shown in Figure 7 each project has a reference folder. The model compiler will access this folder to 
retrieve any high level project information as well as the text file to locate the project datum marker in 
the model compiler map. 
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                              FIGURE 9: LOAD MODELS AS SINGLE COLOUR TO MORE EASILY IDENTIFY MODEL INTERFACES 

 

These features of the model compiler interface can be extended depending on requirements as shown 
in Figure 10. 
Simple tools such as these can transform the headaches of model federation. 
 

 Auditing – Check native file last save time, compare this to Navisworks file, produce report for 
all Navisworks files more than one day older than the native file. 

 Access model transformation file. Having a centralised transformation file allows multiple 
software’s and applications to apply consistent model movements and rotations, either 
between grid systems and or changes to scaling model units, for example between civil 
software’s and structural packages. 

 Show site layout in browser map. 

 Detect interfacing models using bounding box geometry calculations. Where all the required 
models are loaded and any models outside of the bounding geometry of the model selected are 
culled. 
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                                      FIGURE 10: CHECK NATIVE FILE LAST SAVE AGAINST LATEST NAVISWORKS FILE 

 Produce report for all Navisworks files more than one day older than the native files 

 

                                                                    

 

 

                                    FIGURE 11: ACCESS CENTRALISED MODEL TRANSFORMATION FILE 

 

 Note these transformation values can easily be accessed by BIMFlow to automatically transform 
and scale native models during export i.e. scaling Civil 3D models from meter units to mm and 
then changing co-ordinate systems if necessary. 
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An Introduction to iConstruct ReviewTrack Centralised Commenting Module 

The ReviewTrack™ module was introduced in iConstruct 2013 as a new enhanced messaging and 
communication tool for Autodesk Navisworks. This module utilises Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft 
Communication Services using Web Services technology and WCF Framework to leverage the Navisworks 
internal comment system. In the new edition of ReviewTrack a complete set of features and technologies 
are introduced.  

ReviewTrack Version 4.0 is an enhanced cloud-based messaging and collaboration application using 
centralised Viewpoints. It delivers a powerful tagline and hierarchical commenting system completely 
independent from Navisworks comments. You can define as many comment field properties as your 
project needs, import and export viewpoints with comments and all taglines from .xml files. More 
importantly all review data can be accessed with or without Navisworks. 

 

During the talk we will investigate some of the unique features of this application. 

 

For further details on ReviewTrack: Version 3.0 Documentation 

Note: Documentation for Version 4.0 is currently being updated to reflect major feature enhancements 

 

For further details on iConstruct Tool Sets:  iConstruct Features  

 

 

 

 

http://www.iconstruct.com/images/uploads/misc/iConstruct_ReviewTrack.pdf
http://www.iconstruct.com/about/features

